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Both printed and flexible electronic systems promise to integrate functional devices into new form factors (e.g.,
structures or clothing) and environments. Of particular
interest are the mechanically harsh environmental
conditions to which military systems are sometimes
exposed, which can be quite severe (i.e., upward of 100,000
G peak acceleration within 0.1 ms), and commercial off-theshelf components are not designed to maintain functionality
under such rugged conditions. The overarching aim of this
project is to leverage the unique ability of additive
manufacturing to digitally control materials properties in
three dimensions to create multifunctional systems whose
structure is ruggedized for mechanically these harsh
environments. Specifically, the work presented here will
discuss the initial efforts to develop and characterize the
electronic and mechanical properties of dielectric (i.e.,
PMMA and PVDF-HFP) and conductive Ag inks compatible
with filamentary deposition. These inks have been 3D
printed into parallel plate capacitors in a continuous process
and electrically characterized. We will discuss the path
planning necessary to ensure the dielectric breakdown
strength of such printed dielectrics was comparable to spinand tape cast films, and initial high-G drop tower testing
results. These results are the first step towards stretchable
passive electrical devices for high-G applications and
Figure 1 – Optical images illustrating a 3D printed
their integration into structures for embedded
flexible capacitor composed of PVDF-HFPalong with
sensing. Finally, this work will be tied into the broader
corresponding cross-sectional images showing the
interests of the Air Force Research Laboratory by
parallel plate structure.
highlighting external efforts to develop both
structurally integrated and flexible hybrid electronics.

